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As the snow and cold become a daily event, we 

know that keeping warm and cozy during the 

winter months will be at the top of our to-do 

list. Join us in this, the 22nd  edition of the 

Stevenson Styler as we reflect on the past and 

forecast the future. Look forward as we present 

the up and coming fashions for winter and see 

what should be wearing during the covid-19 

pandemic. Hopefully, you’ll pull inspiration from 

this issue and show your style in the (virtual) 

halls and at your winter special events!

On the Cover: Megan Leissner and 

Daniella Flembaum were 

photographed by Stacey Gavenda in 

Long Grove

Club Sponsor
Christina Erickson

Fall/Winter 2020-21

Want to be a part of 
the Stevenson Styler?
Follow our Instagram 

@Stevenson_Styler 
for meeting 

information, events 
and fashion quizzes! 
Contact our sponsor 

Mrs. Erickson for 
more information!

We may be in Remote + learning 
mode, but Clothing & Design 
students all received a sewing 
machine on loan to sew at home!  
Senior Alexa Feldman channeled 
her creativity and made this 2 piece 
look. Students have been able to 
sew at home and continue to 
practice their stress relieving skills.
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Daniela & Megan 
throw their cares 
to the wind!



The Rise of Virtual Fashion Shows
While the Coronavirus Pandemic has changed how many events are viewed, many 
designers this year have opted for the use of virtual fashion shows to draw in customers 
during these times. This method has given many more consumers the ability to view the 
fashion shows, and take part in viewing the new design pieces that designers created 
both with and without the pandemic in mind.

London Fashion week was held in a hybrid 
format this year, including both in-person 
and virtual events for the audience. This 
season was also a gender neutral show, 
and displayed many pieces that the British 
Fashion Council created during the 
pandemic. Models were on the runway with 
a limited capacity of viewers, while others 
could watch as well virtually.

The well-known designer brand Burberry was 
one of the many brands that took the virtual 
route for their spring collection. They 
streamed the show live to the public, so that 
many more viewers would be able to be a 
part of the event. While in previous shows 
famous models, such as Kendall Jenner and 
Gigi Hadid, were flown in, this year, the chief 
creative officer Ricardo Tisci held off on 
including them due to travel restrictions. The 
show was set in a forest with live music 
accompanying it.

For the Fall 2020 collection, Dior created a 
fantasy-based video capturing miniature pieces 
that would have been presented if the fashion 
show taken place in-person. Maria Gratzia Chiuri, 
the Head Designer, named the film “Le Mythe 
Dior” after having the film inspired by dreams and 
fantasy, which she helped create the line during 
lockdown. The video can be viewed by anyone, 
and is a short film that displays the pieces on 
small mannequins, rather than the models in the 
video that play different fantasy characters.

By: Ava Rasty

Elle.com

Elle.com

HarpersBazaar.com

What will be in store the the 2021 Stevenson Styler Fashion Show? We don’t 
know yet but you can follow our Instagram @Stevenson_Styler for future details.



Fall/Winter Student 

Sweat Style

By: Isabel Schwarzbach

Two Cleveland State University 

students wearing comfortable 

sweatpants and sweatshirts on a fall 

day.

Model: @Jarline on Instagram

Over time throughout the months, the weather 

increasingly gets colder, and the itch to slip on 

warm soft garments grows stronger. Students 

spend around 8-12 hours, 5 days a week in 

school, a comfy and stylish outfit is necessary for 

a student to feel comfortable throughout a long 

day of study and most importantly to feel 

confident in their body and appearance. Every 

year dozens of students roam around the halls in 

Sweatshirts, Sweatpants, baggy jeans, baggy 

shirts, the list goes on. Many adults would view 

this type of style as “lazy” “unprofessional” and 

even impolite, while others see this style as 

Comfortable and Stylish. A comfy and cozy 

baggy sweat outfit is perfect if you are looking 

for something soft to wear in class And 

something that will make you appear 

presentable and fashionable! 

Recently Joggers and sweats have become a 

staple in the fashion industry, Mainly because 

they are ideal in any outfit you want to put 

together, sweats can be paired with anything 

and can also be morphed into any fashion 

category. A sweat outfit can be turned into a 

causal look, grunge look, and even a fancy look 

can be made simply by  just adding accessories 

to spice up your look! As the seasons get colder 

most students want to feel as warm as possible 

when passing throughout the school during 

they’re day, Sweats are commonly described as 

loose fitting pants or tops made out of soft, 

absorbent fabric, usually with a drawstring at 

the waist to fit around your torso as tight or 

loose as you want it, with close fitting or elastic 

cuffs at the ankle, and is most commonly worn 

for warmth and to induce sweating. Sweats can 

fit any student and cause comfort throughout 

the day, let’s  face it, 2020 is all about comfort. 



Teen girl fall fashion:
Basic Vs. Edgy

Written/modeled by: Audrey Tutty
Photographed by: Mrs. Tutty 

It’s that time of the year again! So here are a couple fall looks for both edgy and basic styles. 
Even though you probably aren’t going out much, these looks can be worn even when your just going 
to the grocery store, on a Zoom call or even just going down to the mailbox, am I right?

Here are 4  basic aesthetic outfits:

Shirt and 
flannel:
Hollister

Pants:
Levi’s

Shoes:
K-Swiss

Sweater and 
skirt:
Hollister

Shoes: 
Kohls

Shirt:
Hollister

Jacket:
American Eagle

Pants:
Levi’s

Shoes:
K-Swiss

Crewneck:
Land’s End

Pants:
Levi’s

Shoes:
Timberlands



Teen girl fall fashion:
Basic Vs. Edgy

Written/modeled by: Anjini Thomas
Photographed by: Thor Thomas

Here are four edgy aesthetic outfits: 

Being ‘edgy’ include all sorts of aesthetics from, 
gothic, punk, rock and grunge but it’s all about 

drama.

Over shirt-
Dollskill
Pants-
YESSTYLE 

Jacket-
PunkRave
Pants-
YESSTYLE 
Shirt-
Dollskill

Skirt- Hollister 



Fashion is very personal to each 
individual. Some may use fashion to 
explore their identities while others 
may not care too much about how 
they dress. Nevertheless, fashion is 
a mode of self expression, whether 
you prefer to dress fancier or more 
casual. 

Many cities around the world display different 
fashion choices, and there are a lot of factors that 
play into this!

In LA, I noticed people typically 
wore what they wanted to wear. 
People seemed to value self 
expression, and they weren’t afraid 
to wear that they wanted.  Most 
people were non-conformists and 
weren’t scared to test the waters 
with their outfits. Due to this, there 
were a range of fashion styles!

How Are Your Fashion Choices 
Affected by Location?

Recently, my family and I traveled 

to Los Angeles for a business trip, 

where I continuously noticed the 

differences between LA Fashion 

Choices and Suburban Fashion 

Choices.

here are some outfits I was able to capture on my LA trip!
As you can clearly see by the images to the right, 
people in LA don’t fall under a specific category of 
clothing. But instead they all choose to wear what 
makes them happy. Each outfit depicts a different 
aspect of their personality, staying true to the 
theme of self expression. The looks include a 
sporty chic look, monochrome casual wear, and a 
black and white color palette inspired look.

However despite the individuality amongst these 
looks, all of these outfits maintain an underlying 
sense of color coordination, displaying how LA 
fashion still keeps an organized touch to the 
uniqueness found in their fashion choices. 1

written by aminah syed :)



On the other hand, in Stevenson’s surrounding 
suburbs, the fashion choices are less 
purposeful and are usually more “basic” 
outfits. 
I would say people in our local area are more 
fearful to express themselves. There is more 
conformity around here, leading most people 
to wear what everyone else is wearing. In 
regards to the specific factors of Illinois 
suburbs, the climate is seasonal, so people are 
having to change up their “wardrobe” more 
often. Therefore, it may be harder to maintain a 
“trendy” look since the weather is constantly 
changing. Also, the culture of Illinois is casual 
and isn’t as welcoming to uniqueness as larger 
cities like LA are. I would say that people in the 
Illinois suburbs are more conservative and less 
likely to go out their comfort zone to express 
themselves, so people tend to go along with 
the crowd. 

How Are Your Fashion Choices 
Affected by Location?

(continued)

2

As I mentioned previously, there are a multitude of factors that play 
into each location’s fashion. In specific, I would say the climate and 
influencer culture of LA allows for its fashion to remain unique and 
trendy. LA is home to sunny days and an increasing amount of 
social media celebrities, therefore most people aren’t too afraid to 
wear what they want. In addition, the uprise of social media has 
caused more citizens to be conscious of what they are wearing, so 
they are more likely to wear “put-together” outfits. 

my own personal style!
After living in both LA and the Northern Illinois Suburbs, 
I have learned how to adapt my style for each location, 
while also expressing my identity and fashion sense!



TikTok Fall Fashion 
Trends 2020

There is a stylish side to Tiktok that is 

found in hashtags. One of the most 

popular hashtags  used to find 

inspiration iare: #tiktokfashion with 

10.9 billion views, #style with 23.5 

billion views, and #ootd with 7.8 

billion views

Yasmina and Emily R

Fashion trends 

are going viral 

on Tik Tok, the 

new digital 

runway



Neutral colors

Neutral colors have really made an 

appearance in the 2020 fashion 

trend , the beige sweater vest with 

a collar T-shirt underneath has 

really been one of the biggest 

trends that have been going 

around tiktok.

Wide legged Jeans and Oversized Flannels

Inspired by TikTok Fashion, many 

influencers incorporate wide legged 

jeans with their fall outfits, and they 

have become trending this season. 

Along with an oversized flannel to 

substitute a jacket as the weather is 

changing

Combat / Ankle boots 

To finish off the look 

people have been pairing 

their outfits with combat 

/ ankle boots . One of 

TikToks 2020 hottest 

trend is Doc Martins . Doc 

Martins revenue has 

spiked 48 percent , and 

nearly doubled its profits 

.



The Do’s and Don'ts of Holiday Gift Giving in 2020
By: Eliana Muchnik

DO- make your gift personalized →
Your friends and family love it when you take 
time out of your day to buy/make something for 
them. It can be a card or letter, an item that both 
of you resonate with, or you can bake something 
for them. This shows that you’re thinking about 
them, and it always feels better receiving 
something meaningful! Note: Since COVID-19 
has struck, if you plan on making food for them, 
make sure you’re wearing a mask to protect 
others from your germs!

DO- include a gift receipt →
Not everyone will like the gift you give 
them, and that’s okay! There can be many 
issues that they might not like, but including 
a gift receipt with your gift gives them the 
opportunity to correct those issues. Also, 
remember to remove any price tags on the 
gift, as leaving them on has the potential to 
cause conflict.

←DON’T- gift expensively  
The holiday season is about spending time and 
cherishing those you love; it isn't about the gifts 
(although, they are a bonus). As soon as you put 
more thought into the gift, it shows that you’re 
putting more thought into the person receiving the 
gift. Try to discuss a price limit with the person 
before exchanging gifts, so that feelings are not 
hurt. 

Photo taken by: Tell Love and 
Party 

Photo taken by: Al Marie

Photo taken by: Useful Beautiful Home



Beyoncé’s Second Collaboration with 
Adidas; “Drip 2”, Breaks the Internet
By Irving Montes De Oca

Like Beyoncé once said in Feeling Myself; she “changed the
game with that digital drop”. This time, however, she dropped
a second collaboration with Adidas on October 30th. The
iconic singer/performer, Beyoncé, released over 80 new items
on the Adidas website, including her own twist on streetwear
trends like the beloved Super Sleeks 72, to bodysuits and
other athletic wear . While this isn’t the first collaboration with
Adidas, fans and buyers alike noticed this collection had much
more color and ambiance, followed with a wide range of sizes
(XXXS-4X). Prices ranged from $25-$200.

THIS IS MY PARK

The collection was released officially to the public on October 30th, with a
presale available to select Creators Club members on the Adidas app.
The items quickly sold out in various parts of the country, with the whole
line selling out under 20 minutes in Australia, to under 2 minutes in the
United States. Other retailers like Finishline, Foot Locker, and ASOS, sold
select items from the line and also sold out quickly. One of the social
media platforms that shared their opinions on the latest drops were
Twitter. Some users were filled with emotion, like user @queenbeyts who
shared on the platform, “!!!!!! i got my park !!!!”, and other users like
@Ask8Mui shared on social media “got our new #IvyPark or as he calls it
‘Beyoncé clothes’”, referring to her significant other also matching.
However, some were not so quick to snag some of the products. As
Twitter user @grundytv mentions, “everything at #adidasxIVYPARK is
already sold out! i love this catsuit. so much.”. And while sites like StockX
and other re-selling sites are already marking up the prices for many
items, some insider sources that are close with Adidas are hinting at a
possible re-stock or extention of the fashion line, including items in all
black, as well as face coverings to match many of the items. Until then,
enjoy some pictures I was able to take with my #adidasxVYPARK.

All photos: www.ivypark.com

https://twitter.com/hashtag/adidasxIVYPARK?src=hashtag_click


Fall/Winter Sweater Looks
Written, Modeled and Photographed by: Ashley Dote and Masha Khorolinsky

Photos taken and modeled by Ashley Dote and Masha Khorolinsky 

With leaves falling off the trees and the weather beginning to cool, autumn has finally begun and winter is 
just around the corner. This means that it’s time to put away the shorts and tank tops from summer and 
bring out the puffy jackets and flannels. 

Having to transition from cute summer dresses and sandals to jeans can be hard on one’s wardrobe. 
Sometimes, it can be stressful trying to put together a fall/winter look, and still be trendy yet comfortable. 

One trend that never seems to fail when the weather is chilly are sweaters. Sweaters are one of the most 
versatile items of clothing. They can be matched with almost any bottom, shoe, and can even be layered 
and accessorized. To get you ready for the fall/winter season, here are some looks to inspire you as well 
as give you some tips on how to style your big comfy sweaters. 

Doesn’t it amaze you how just a simple pair of black jeans 
and a hoodie can look so stylish and sleek? Pair your basic 
sweatshirt with some skinny jeans and boots and you’ll have 
a chic look. With bedazzled strings, this simple hoodie 
surely stands out. It catches the eye with its bling and 
different color since this is a monochrome look. Pairing it 
with the same colored combat boots and big glasses can 
take the look to an even edgier and more unique level, yet 
still keeping it simple. 

Navy knit hoodie- Saks 5th Avenue 
Jeans- Old Navy 
Boots- Doc Martens 

Look #1



Look #2
Here’s a look that’s sleek and simple. This oversized v-

neck sweater goes perfect with ripped skinny jeans. 
Incase the sweater is too long, tuck the front into pants to 

accentuate your frame. Because this look is so simple, 
the way you accessorize can either dress the look up or 

down. Want to keep it casual? Throw on a pair of cute 
sneakers. To keep this look more formal, add some cute 
ankle boots or heels. To accessorize even further, match 

with a belt, hat and cute purse!

Sweater- Francesca’s 
Jeans- Pacsun 
Sneakers- Nike

Hat- World Market 
Purse- Kate Spade

Everyone has those days where they just want to dress 
comfortably, but typically that leads to throwing on a pair of 

sweatpants and sweatshirt. To avoid this, try a loose cropped 
sweater and some cute jeans instead. The sweater is stylish, 

yet comfortable, and the high waisted jeans will give some 
shape, allowing them to seem more put together rather than 

sluggish. This look is so comfortable yet is still fashionable 
and classy. The pop of color in the red knit crewneck 

sweatshirt is perfect for fall, the non itchy and stretchy 
material makes it so comfortable and appealing to the eye. 
Pair it with ripped jeans (like pictured), leggings, or even a 
jean skirt. To finish off the look, pair outfit with some cute 

boots, heals, or chunky sneakers. 

Red knit sweater- H&M
Ripped Jeans- Abercrombie 

Boot heels- Rag & Bone 

Look #3



Don’t you hate it when you want to show off your legs but 
the weather is just too cold? We got you covered. Starting 
with a simple black skirt, pair with a big and puffy sweater. 
To give yourself more figure, tuck sweater evenly into the 
skirt, lightly. To add more life into this outfit, pair with a 
statement scarf. This plaid scarf is perfect for fall/winter. It 
will protect you from the cold weather and can also be 
paired with any look to make it stylish. Finish off the look 
with some combat or knee-high boots. If the weather is still 
too cold, throw on a pair of nude tights. This will allow you to 
flaunt your legs and still stay warm. 

Tan puffer sleeve sweater- Nordstrom 
Scarf- Nordstrom 
Skirt- Target 
Combat boots- Doc Martens 

Look #4

Having a bad hair day? No worries, a hat will solve your 
problems instantly. Hats are perfect for winter, they’re 
stylish and will keep you warm. Pair with a matching 
sweater and loose jeans. This creates a very classy and 
chic look as the hat adds dimension, making the outfit 
appear more put together. On the run? Pair this outfit with 
some statement sneakers. Sneakers are a perfect way to 
bring any look together and are super comfy and easy to 
wear. This outfit is perfect for any occasion. From a dinner 
date to a night out in town, or even some festive fall apple-
picking, this outfit will keep you warm throughout the day as 
well as trendy and in season. 

Sweatshirt: Urban Outfitters 
Jeans: Abercrombie 
Sock ankle sneakers: Stella McCartney+Adidas 
Hat- World Market

Look #5



Do you ever scroll on social media and find inspiration from 
your favorite celebrities wearing these edgy and in-style 
outfits and wish you could afford those items? If so, this 

Hailey Bieber inspired look is perfect for you. The trick is to 
layer a chunky turtleneck with an oversized leather jacket. 

This jacket from Macy’s is made of faux leather, which is 
more affordable than real leather and better for the 

environment as it is free of animal cruelty. Drape the jacket 
over your shoulders for a more formal look, or even wear it if 

the weather gets extra chilly. Tuck the sweater into some 
loose high waisted jeans and pair with a belt, to accentuate 
your curves and give you a desired “hourglass” look. Throw 
on some black ankle boots/heels, which are also extremely 
affordable as they are from DSW, an outlet store for shoes! 
Your look is complete. This look is modest and professional 

yet still fun, not to mention how cozy the turtleneck is. 
Turtlenecks are perfect for keeping one warm in the winter. 

Even without the jacket this look is for sure eye-catching. 

Faux leather jacket- Macy’s 
White turtleneck sweater- Nordstrom 

Jeans- Abercrombie 
Belt- Target 
Boots- DSW

Purse- Kate Spade

Look #6

Hope these looks gave you the tips and tricks you were 
looking for in order to stay in-style this season and to pair 
your sweaters fashionably. Lastly, make sure to keep 
yourself and others around you safe during these difficult 
times with the most important accessory of all; a mask!

Conclusion



Dress	to	Distress:	Cutting	A	New	Look
By	Miranda		Logan

We’ve	all	seen	the	angsty	archetypes;	distressed	clothes,	hand	painted	designs,	safety	pins	and	stitches;	and	at	least	
once,	I’m	willing	to	bet,	you’ve	wondered	if	you	could	rock	it.	There’s	an	easy	answer;	you	can!	A	little	bit	of	edge	
and	upcycling	goes	a	long	way,	plus	keeps	old	clothes	in	your	closet	instead	of	wasting	away	where	they	won’t	be	
used.	
It	doesn’t	have	to	look	angsty,	either!	Touches	like	embroidery,	sewn	on	buttons,	and	paint	can	be	used	for	a	bit	of	
class,	elegance,	or	lighthearted	display!	

Distressing	Clothes:	
Ripped	Jeans:	a	Fashion	Staple,	made	easier
Since	the	90s,	ripped	jeans	have	been	in	and	out;	it’s	a	fair	bet	that	most	readers	own	at	least	one	pair	of	them,	
whether	they	were	purchases	distressed	or	perhaps	wound	up	that	way	from	a	multitude	of	slips,	trips,	and	falls.	
There	are	better,	cheaper,	and	safer	ways	to	get	your	jeans	to	that	edgy,	ripped	up,	stage	that’s	a	fashion	staple	than	
buying	it	ripped	(the	production	of	which	tends	to	involve	a	lot	of	harsh	chemicals	for	treating	the	fabric)	or	letting	
the	pavement	do	the	work	(ouch!).	
Method	number	one,	and	the	easiest	way,	is	with	scissors	and	a	thicker	sewing	needle.	You	can	cut	your	desired	
shapes	and	strips,	then	use	the	needle	to	fray	the	edges	a	bit,	making	it	look	older	and	more	battered.	A	bit	of	mod	
podge	or	other	preventative	measure	to	keep	from	fraying	further	than	desired	can	be	a	big	help.	
(Insert	photo)
Method	number	two	is	somewhat	more	tedious;	you	use	something	like	sandpaper	to	properly	wear	holes	in	the	
denim;	this	both	keeps	it	from	fraying	and	makes	it	look	more	like	it’s	been	naturally	worn	through.	As	said,	
however,	it	takes	a	while;	but	the	effect	is	well	worth	it.		



Shirts:	Cropping,	Cutting,	and	Adding	Windows
Crop	Tops	and	Cold	Shoulders:	Bringing	Old	Shirts	into	New		Trends
With	some	careful	cutting,	any	old	shirt	can	become	something	interesting	and	unique;	whether	it’s	being	thrifty	
or	wanting	something	original,	a	few	well	places	snips	can	turn	an	old	t-shirt	into	something	fashionable	and	eye	
catching.	
The	easiest	is	a	crop	top;	just	measuring	up	a	few	inches	and	cutting	across	the	bottom	of	the	shirt	makes	an	easy	
way	to	outfit	a	worn	shirt	for	summer	or	just	for	style.	
A	cold	shoulder	style	shirt	is	slightly	more	difficult;	it	takes	a	bit	more	precision	to	make	the	shoulders	
symmetrical,	but	the	effect	is	something	still	very	cool,	especially	on	a	long	sleeve	shirts.	
Cutouts	above	the	chest,	sides	of	the	body,	or	even	over	the	stomach	can	all	be	utilized	for	interesting	effects;	the	
limits	are	up	to	you!	

As	for	using	just	cuts	and	slashes,	this	still	
adds	an	edgy,	punk,	touch	to	any	outfit;	over	
the	shoulders	is	a	good	place	to	cut,	as	are	the	
sleeves;	just	be	sure	to	cut	against	the	weave	
of	the	fabric,	or	else	the	cuts	will	tear	further	
and	next	thing	you	know	your	shirt	ends	up	
not	much	better	than	fishnet.	
Sharper	scissors	like	sewing	or	titanium	ones	
work	best	for	any	of	these	distressing	
endeavors;	however,	even	safety	scissors,	in	
some	cases,	work	to	cut	fabric	shockingly	
well.	



Acrylic:	Not	Just	For	Nails	Any	More

Acrylic	paint	is	hailed	for	its	ability	to	stain	clothes.	I’ll	admit	that	

several	of	my	pairs	of	jeans	are	stained	with	paint	in	a	variety	of	

colors,	despite	my	best	efforts:	but	what	if	we	were	to	use	that	

obnoxious	staining	quality	to	modify	old	clothes?	That	works,	too.	

Whether	you	want	a	custom	design	on	a	blank	shirt	or	wanna	

spice	up	an	old	T-shirt,	sweatshirt,	jeans,	or	whatever	you	want,	

really;	denim	tends	to	take	paint	better	than	softer	or	knit	fabrics	

(as	at	present,	most	of	them	are	plastic	products,	using	polyester	

or	rayon;	making	them	far	more	difficult	to	stain	than	the	cotton	

used	in	denim),	however,	so	more	coats	of	paint	and	a	sealant	may	

be	necessary	to	make	the	paint	adhere	throughout	multiple	

washes.	

With	paint,	there	are	few	limits	to	what	you	can	do;	for	example,	

the	sweatshirt	depicted	below.	Painting	over	old	decals	to	modify	

them,	or	color	them,	is	a	wonderful	way	to	give	your	clothes	

personality!	

Embroidery	and	Sewn	On	Embellishments	
Last	but	certainly	not	least	come	the	group	of	modifications	

that	involve	the	most	skill,	or	at	least	active	work	time.	

Embroidery,	whether	by	hand	or	on	a	machine,	adds	a	

nice	touch	to	any	garment;	on	machine,	it	looks	crisp	and	

professional,	while	by	hand	it	can	add	a	handmade	feel	

or	with	time	and	skill,	rival	that	of	a	machine’s.	Machine	

embroidery	can	very	likely	be	made	possible	at	

Stevenson;	come	with	a	flash	drive	with	your	preferred	

design,	and	you	can	very	likely	do	it	on	one	of	their	

machines.	If	that	doesn’t	work,	many	public	libraries	are	

in	possession	of	embroidery	machines,	and	don’t	charge	

for	usage;	internet	sites	such	as	Urban	Threads	give	free	

designs	every	month,	as	well.

Sewing	shiny	buttons	on	shirts	and	jackets,	just	for	

show,	can	be	both	fun	to	do	and	aesthetically	nice,	

especially	when	paired	with	other	looks	that	settle	into	

certain	stylistic	“cores”	(cottagecore,	goblincore,	

dragoncore,	etc;	all	value	hoarding	small	and	shiny	

objects,	so	might	as	well	put	them	to	use	on	clothes).	

Sewing	buttons	is	an	invaluable	skill;	as	is	mending.	

Sewing	them	into	benign	places	on	clothes	can	allow	for	

practice,	as	well;	so	not	only	do	you	get	the	benefit	of	

sprucing	up	your	clothes,	but	you	also	end	up	with	the	

practical	time	spent	hands-on	sewing	it.	



Fashion, But Make it Thrifted
By Roshelle Kostovetskiy

$3.99
$5.99

$6.99

$7.99

$5.99

$5.99

$4.99

$9.99

Finding cool pieces to add 
to your wardrobe doesn't have 
to be at the expense of your 
wallet. You can find so many 
interesting items of clothing at 
secondhand and thrift stores. 
Places like Goodwill, 
Community Threads, and 
Plato’s Closet have a variety of 
donated items, including name 
brands, that are a fraction of the 
price you would normally find 
them. Not only is it more ethical, 
your wallet will thank you.



The Influence of Foreign Culture on Fashion Design
By: Audrey Bullock

As many people have become more familiar with cultures and different beliefs across the globe, fashion 
designers have brought aspects of these cultures into their shows and the products they design. Many 
countries and cultures have unique traditions that many fashion designers want to include in their products.

India
India is one of the main locations where culture is 
becoming more recognized. They have given the 

world yoga, and many other traditions. The 
diversity and uniqueness of their culture’s fashion 
is what made it so popular and sparked fashion 
inspiration around the world. India is most well 

known for their contributions in fashion for 
headgear and saris. Many popular designers have 

experimented with turbans, but those are more 
popular among African fashion. Chanel’s Paris-

Bombay collection Pre-fall 2012 saw male models 
walking on the ramp in a wrapped headgear, 

which was clearly the pagdi or safa style. 
Narendra Modi, the Indian prime minister, is a 

popular representative of the colorful headgear he 
constantly wears. Saris are prototypical in Indian 
culture. Bollywood movies have helped saris gain 
popularity and recognition around the world. To 

make it viable for runways, many designers have 
experimented with this garment to make it fitting 
for cosmopolitan viewers. Although they’re very 

common among international citizens, nose rings 
originated in India. 

Prabal Gurung recently showcased his autumn/winter 
2018 collection at New York Fashion Week where Gigi 
Hadid modeled a patterned scarf over a wrap skirt.

A model wearing a nose ring by Mies Nobis 
walks the runway at the NEONYT show during 
the Berlin Fashion Week Spring/Summer 2020 at 
ewerk on July 02, 2019 in Berlin, Germany.  

the Jean Paul Gaultier Haute Couture Fall/Winter 
2017–2018 show in Paris, models were seen 
wearing several types of Indian jewelry



China
Chinese culture has a big impact on fashion due 

to their creative artistic charm seen in their 
paintings and various forms of artwork. 

Cheongsam, a close-fitting dress that originated 
in the 1920s in Shanghai, and paper cutting are 

two examples of designs that often inspire those 
in the fashion industry for new cultural-based 
garments. Gucci often uses Cheongsam and 

other Chinese patterns, and often uses big 
celebrities to gain marketability. Embroidery, 

Chinese porcelain designs, and bamboo culture 
are some ways that international designers 

depict Chinese culture into products that will be 
popular among people worldwide.

At the London premiere of The Legend of Tarzan (2016), 
Margot Robbie, the female lead of the film, showed off 
Gucci Cheongsam featuring Chinese embroidery.

Embroidery appeared in the Gucci Spring/Summer 
2017 men’s suits, with symmetrical dragon heads 

and simple but elegant flowers.

As the world is constantly changing and recognising new 
traditions, designers must create products that are “trendy” but 
still respectful to other cultures. They also need to give credit 

and provide cultural relevance to their inspiration.

Predictions

I predict that the next culture to become popular 
amongst fashion designers will be Spain’s culture. 
Students learn about their culture in school, and 
may like the designs of their clothing, architecture, 
or artwork. 



How 
To 

Gift 
Give 

The 
Right 

Way

Written by: Jess Arens 

The 
4

Rules:

Rule 1: The best gifts come from the heart, not the store
A lot of people assume that the more expensive a gift is, the more valuable it is to the 
person reviving it. Yes a new iPhone or Xbox would be cool, but in the long run how 
meaningful is it? It’s cool for a month or so but then I it becomes old and useless. A way 
better thought to have while purchasing a gift is, what is something that they will 
remember forever. For example, a concert ticket to their favorite band or song writer is an 
experience they will never forget. It’s a gift that comes from the heart, and no matter the 
price tag, they will hold on to this memory forever. 

Listen, study, then buy!

Rule 3: Size doesn’t matter, it’s about the meaning of the gift 
When shopping for gifts some live by the rule, “the bigger, the better.” 
Which is completely FALSE!!! It Is absolutely okay to give a gift that is 
on the less expensive side and within your budget. The most important 
part is that it has meaning. Something as small as a ring or little 
necklace would be a better gift then an expensive item that will never 
get used. 

Rule 2: This holiday is about them, Not you
Don’t think about what you would love as a present and get it for them, 
assuming they will also like it. Think about what this person is passionate 
about, what this person loves to chit chat about. It could be as easy as 
getting a gift card to their favorite restaurant or just buying an item with 
their favorite sports team on it. Don’t overthink it, just follow their hearts 
instead of yours this time!

Rule 4: Wrap it!
Presentation counts! Take the time and effort to wrap 
the present in nice paper that is decorative and fun. This 
is a way to show the person that you appreciate them 
and got a special present just for them. It’s not about the 
money, it’s about the thought behind the gift. 

www.apa.org

medium.com

metro.co.uk



Selena Gomez

Selena Gomez is beloved by many people across the world. With 
her many talents from singing to acting who wouldn’t love her. 

Some grew up watching her on Barney and Friends, some grew 
up watching her on disney, to her career now. There’s no 

question how talented she is. 

Follower counts 
(as of 10/7/2020)

198 Million

62.8 Million

26.9 Million

24.9 Million

● Selena means moon in greek 
● She has six rescue dogs named 

Willie, Wallace, Fina, Chip, Chazz, 
and Baylor

● Selena Gomez is named after the 
singer songwriter Selena 

● Became a UNICEF ambassador in 
2009 at the age of 17 

Fun Facts

By: Amanda Klein

https://www.instyle.com/fashion/clothing/selena-gomez-everlane-puff-sleeve-
top,https://www.respectability.org/2017/10/selena-gomez-serves-role-model-
young-women-disabilities/selena-gomez/,https://www.redcarpet-
fashionawards.com/2020/01/14/selena-gomez-wore-miu-miu-on-the-tonight-
show-starring-jimmy-fallon/,https://1000logos.net/instagram-logo/

https://www.instyle.com/fashion/clothing/selena-gomez-everlane-puff-sleeve-top
https://www.respectability.org/2017/10/selena-gomez-serves-role-model-young-women-disabilities/selena-gomez/
https://www.redcarpet-fashionawards.com/2020/01/14/selena-gomez-wore-miu-miu-on-the-tonight-show-starring-jimmy-fallon/
https://1000logos.net/instagram-logo/


Career timeline  

Childhood
At 16 years old, Selena’s mom, Mandy 
Teefey, gave birth to Selena Gomez in 
Grand Prairie, Texas on July 22, 1992. 
Selena grew up with with her mom. She 

experienced the acting industry as her mom 
worked as an actor to pay for Selena. At the 
age of seven, Selena wanted to act as well 
and tryout for Barney and Friends alongside 

Demi Lovato from 2002 to 2004.    

Disney
In 2004, after Barney, Selena Gomez auditioned for 

Disney Channel at the age of 11. She first appeared on 
Disney as a guest star on the Suite Life of Zack and Cody, 
then went on to appear on Hannah Montana as Mikela, a 
rival pop star. Then, she guest starred on Sonny with a 

Chance before becoming the lead in Wizards of Waverly 
Place as Alex Russo. Along these roles in Disney TV 

shows, Selena was also in many Disney movies including, 
Spy Kids, Ramona and Beezus, Another Cinderella Story, 
Princess Protection Program,  and Monte Carlo. Besides 
movies, Selena also sang the theme song for Shake it up, 

sang the credit songs for Tinker Bell movies, and guest 
starred as a singer for Thats So Random.    

Music
Selena Gomez started her music career by working with the band, The Scene, and produced 
their first album, Kiss and Tell, together in 2007.  Selena and The Scene also produced the 

albums Year Without Rain (2010), and When the Sun goes Down (2011). Selena Gomez then 
left The Scene and came out with her first single album, Stars Dance, and went on a tour in 

2013. She has also made the album Revival (2015) and Rare (2020).           

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/410460953519981398/,https://www.needsomefun.net
/18-selena-gomezs-childhood-photos-
discovered/,https://people.com/celebrity/selena-gomez-birthday-throwback-first-
disney-audition/

https://people.com/celebrity/selena-gomez-birthday-
throwback-first-disney-
audition/,https://www.deviantart.com/shidolionheart/art/Y
ou-re-Watching-Disney-Channel-GIF-Selena-Gomez-
269472666

https://www.iwmbuzz.com/music/snippets-music/10-awesome-selena-gomezs-album-
covers/2020/06/13,https://soundcloud.com/winnijiangg/selena-gomez-nobody-acoustic-cover/recommended

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/410460953519981398/
https://www.needsomefun.net/18-selena-gomezs-childhood-photos-discovered/
https://people.com/celebrity/selena-gomez-birthday-throwback-first-disney-audition/
https://people.com/celebrity/selena-gomez-birthday-throwback-first-disney-audition/
https://www.deviantart.com/shidolionheart/art/You-re-Watching-Disney-Channel-GIF-Selena-Gomez-269472666
https://www.iwmbuzz.com/music/snippets-music/10-awesome-selena-gomezs-album-covers/2020/06/13
https://soundcloud.com/winnijiangg/selena-gomez-nobody-acoustic-cover/recommended


Movies and Tv
After leaving Disney, Selena also starred in many movies, along with her music. Selena 

Gomez proved her acting talent by starring in a variety of movies from kids movies such as 
Hotel Transylvania, and Horton Hears a Who, and Dr. Dolittle, to recent movies like The 

Dead Don’t Die. Selena has not only acted in movies and sang credit songs, but has also 
produced the Netflix series 13 Reasons Why, and has recently done a cooking show on 

HBO from her own home with many chefs.    

Fashion
In 2010, Selena Gomez worked with Adidas to 
create the Dream Out Loud clothing line with 

designers Sandra Campos and Tony Melillo. Along 
with a clothing line, Selena has also released a 

makeup line in September 2020 with Sephora called 
Rare beauty which supports confidence in your own 

rare beauty. The makeup set originally includes 
blush, highlighter, lipstick, and more. As well as 48 

different shades of foundation. There are many 
products that are still being released and are soon 

to come.

Health
Selena has struggled with an autoimmune disease 
called lupus for many years. Selena had to cut her 
Stars dance tour short due to pain in December of 

2013 which was later stated to be due to lupus. 
Along with this and many other struggles, Selena 
had to get a kidney transplant because of Lupus. 
Her friend Francia Raisa was fortunately able to 

donate her kidney and both are living amazing lives 
now. While both Selena and Francia have scars on 

their stomachs due to this surgery, they both still 
show their stomachs and encourage many people to 

love their bodies and imperfections. 

https://www.selenagomez.com/film/all,https://www.rarebeauty.com/pages/about

http://armyofselenagomez.com/dream-out-loud/, 
https://www.rarebeauty.com/pages/about

https://www.cheatsheet.com/entertainment/sel
ena-gomez-kidney-donor-francia-raisa-still-
close.html/

https://www.selenagomez.com/film/all
https://www.rarebeauty.com/pages/about
http://armyofselenagomez.com/dream-out-loud/
https://www.rarebeauty.com/pages/about
https://www.cheatsheet.com/entertainment/selena-gomez-kidney-donor-francia-raisa-still-close.html/


ALTERNATIVE STYLE TURNS 
MAINSTREAM 

What is the cost of individuality?
By Emily Duan

As COVID-19 struck the world, many people found themselves 
isolated in their homes. With seemingly nothing to do, many 
turned to their phones for entertainment. Social media apps 
such as Instagram and TikTok have blown up with more and 
more users being active. However, there is one industry in 
particular that has been significantly affected by social media: 
fashion. With more engagement with social media and content 
creators, more people are inspired to improve their wardrobe. 
Many people have begun using Pinterest, an app that has 
allowed people to pin their favorite outfits and inspire them to 
step out of their comfort zone. Although many people have 
begun trying to find their own individual style, conformity is a 
beautiful thing. “Alt style” or alternative clothing has become a 
trend on TikTok as more people are showing their unique sense 
of style to the world. Nevertheless, more people are using this 
as inspiration and pinning it to their board on Pinterest. As a 
result, many people have been purchasing items that are 
considered alternative and becoming a staple in their wardrobe. 
One piece of clothing has especially seen a massive growth in 
popularity: white tennis skirts. To style these, the most popular 
option would be to layer a crew neck on top of a collared shirt 
and finish it off with a pair of Docs. Once, it was a rare piece of 
clothing that not many people were comfortable wearing, but 
now it has turned into a piece of clothing that can be found on 
teenage girls everywhere. 

Although social media has allowed for more people to express 
their individuality, it has also increased tensions. With this in 
mind, the term “gatekeeping” has appeared. 

via @emmachamberlain on instagram



Nevertheless, more people are using this as inspiration and pinning it to their board on Pinterest. As a result, 
many people have been purchasing items that are considered alternative and becoming a staple in their 
wardrobe. One piece of clothing has especially seen a massive growth in popularity: white tennis skirts. To 
style these, the most popular option would be to layer a crew neck on top of a collared shirt and finish it off 
with a pair of Docs. Once, it was a rare piece of clothing that not many people were comfortable wearing, 
but now it has turned into a piece of clothing that can be found on teenage girls everywhere. 

Street wear fashion is a huge trend that is very 
popular and it comes in many different styles.The 
fashion look is very big on social media where 
people can see how others are wearing and 
styling their look. So many brands are bringing 
this look to their stores because of how popular 
the style is getting and that way it attracts more 
customers and brings in more purchases (which 
means more $$).The different colors, patterns 
and graphics to the clothing are some of what 
makes it pop out from most clothing trends 
people are interested in. Their are so many  
options to choose from - high end to low, basic to 
edgy. The options are limitless, the only question 
is, how much do we really need?

own sense of style, they believe that they are 
preserving their individuality from the world. This 
poses the questions: How harmful is it for 
something to become mainstream? Is it necessarily 
a bad thing? When someone is a gatekeeper, they 
purposely shame or block others for their own 
personal gain. People should be able to freely 
express themselves with the support of others. 
Remember, liking things should not be stressful. 

Post Kulture

Streetwear Goes Mainstream
By : Ashunti Allen

https://postkulture.com/artist/trending/video/trending


Fall+Winter in the Fashion World: Trends
By: Katie Shane

Fall and winter are typically the cold seasons. In  the fashion world, this means 
cold- friendly trends make their way around the media and industry. These 
trends are widely spread through newer forms of social media, including 
Pinterest, VSCO, Instagram, and more widely popular and recent, TikTok. 
Maintaining a fashionable social media presence has deemed extremely 
important for influencers. Being in the eye of the public causes influencers to 
adapt their fashion sense to the common fall and winter trends to avoid 
judgement and maintain a larger following. For example, TikTok superstar, 
Charli D'amelio, adopted the trend of wearing a long sleeve top as an 
undershirt underneath a dress, causing this trend to get even more popular 
and spread amongst Gen Z, the main users of social media. During the 
fall/winter season this year, new trends have surfaced. 

Let’s debrief how to revamp your fashion in an adorable, weather-friendly way!

Puffer Coats:
Puffer coats have found their way into the fashion world for the 
fall and winter season. Unlike other trends, this trend cannot 
be recycled into summer and spring to be continued into the 
warmer weather. Puffer coats are thick and chunky statement 
pieces, that can come in various crops and colors with different 
insulated materials. They are a classy yet stylish look for all 
types of outfits, be it fancy, casual, or in between!

Monochrome Outfits:
Monochrome outfits are outfits made up of pieces all the same 
color. However, they can be different shades of the same 
color. This trend, although winter friendly with the types of 
clothing used, can also be a summer trend. Therefore, it is a 
multipurpose trend that can be used year round, not just 
specific to the fall and winter seasons. However, due to TikTok 
and other medias, the trend has skyrocketed.

Fuzzy Accessories:
Accessories such as bags and bucket hats can be mixed with 
fuzzy material to match the vibe and aesthetic of winter. 
However, they can be versatile and used in summer to spice 
up an outfit and add personality as a statement. But, Pinterest 
and VSCO specifically have made these trends very popular 
amongst Gen Z and Millenials. These unique accessories can 
be paired many ways to make a simple outfit catch anyone’s 
eye.



Leather:
The leather material, especially black leather, is far 
too hot for summer. Women and teens enjoy the 
stylish nature of this material alongside the slimming 
appearance of it, and it suits perfectly to keep warm 
in the cold weather. Leather can be seen in blazers, 
pants, corset and bustier tops, and skirts primarily. It 
is also seen in accessories, but accessories are not 
specific to the cold seasons.

Mock+Turtlenecks:
These necklines on tops can be used as an 
undershirt under dresses, crewneck sweaters and 
sweatshirts, and as used as the main staple in an 
outfit. As discussed above, Charli D'amelio utilized 
this trend in a TikTok video, where she wore it under 
a black bodycon dress. This is one prime example of 
the trend being used to create a stylish and cute 
holiday friendly outfit. However, this is not the only 
way the trend is used in the winter season! The 
versatile nature of the neckline can be styled so many 
exquisite ways!

Cable knit sweaters:
Cable knit materials, whether sweaters or vests, is 
getting extremely popular. This trend was big in the 
1980’s, and has since resurfaced due to social media 
and influencers. The vests can be used on cooler 
summer days, as well as over long sleeves during the 
winter. The sweaters, however, are perfect for the fall 
and winter to be styled with jeans, leggings, work 
pants, and even skirts for the holidays!



Fall Fashion
Massachusetts vs. Stevenson

By: Audrey Tutty
Every year, we change our outfits according to the seasons. The weather in 

Massachusetts is a bit different from the weird weather in Chicago. Are you curious 
about how the Stevenson style differs from the fall fashion in other states? 

The Staple Outfit
Here is the staple fall outfit of 
Stevenson and Massachusetts which 
consists of a loose sweater, ripped 
jeans, and casual white sneakers. 
Super comfortable and fashionable at 
the same time!

An Active Winter
Lululemon leggings and a souvenir shirt from a 

beach is an easy-to-move-in outfit that is perfect 
if you want to stay warm and active! But at 

Stevenson, crewneck sweatshirts are more 
common.  

Woke Up A Bit Late
Sweatpants and oversized sweatshirts are an essential for every 
season. Loose shirts help keep the warmth in! This is a common 
outfit worn by teens in both Stevenson and Massachusetts. 

Find Me Everyday 
In The Halls

The name speaks for 
itself. You’ll find this outfit 

everywhere in the 
hallways because it’s a 

staple in Chicago and 
Massachusetts.

Effortlessly Stylish
Sometimes, simple is the best. Piece 
together a pair of jeans and a basic 
sweatshirt in Massachusetts. But in 
Stevenson, it’s either a hoodie or t-
shirt for a casual, yet stylish look.  



How to Thrift From 

Your Brother’s Closet 

Written, Styled, Photographed 

and Modeled by: Audrey Tutty 

Are you bored with your current wardrobe? Have an older brother, father, 

or boyfriend? Well you have come to the right place! I personally have a 

twin brother so once he outgrows his clothes they fit me great. I am going 

to show you how to upgrade his clothes into something wearable for you. 

First things first, please ask the person you're taking clothes from before you 

take it. Once you have permission gather some potential pieces to thrift. I 

recommend looking for cool T-shirts and hoodies since pants that fit you 

properly might be hard to find. 

Once you have found some options then 

try them on to make sure they fit the way 

you want. Think about whether you just 

need to style them differently or if you 

want to make any big changes to the item. 

Lastly, if there are any big changes, 

here are some ideas on what you can 

do.

- You could crop it to make it more 

feminine 

- If it is a short sleeved shirt roll the 

sleeves so it fits like a woman’s 

short sleeve shirt 

- Maybe tie a knot in the 

front

- If you know how to sew you 

could turn a pair of pants into 

shorts 

Channel your inner artist and get 

creative, maybe it needs bedazzling 

or you could paint a cool design on it. 

The choice is yours.



COVID-19 and Fashion Industry

The coronavirus has made several drastic changes 
to our lives. Many  changes in the fashion industry 
especially, have been unprecedented and as a 
result, caused fashion stores to struggle. 

The fashion industry is highly dependent on physical 
retail so if there are any mitigation methods that halt 
in-person shopping, fashion stores are in deep 
trouble. Already, many fashion brands have filed for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy because no one was buying 
clothes in-person. Even though you can buy clothing 
online, businesses are still getting hurt because the 
amount of retail sales for online shopping is different 
compared to in-person shopping.

By: Elizabeth Mark 

Popular Fashion Stores That Closed 
Due to COVID

Impact of COVID to the Fashion Industry & 
Stores

● Men’s Wearhouse
● Jos. A. Bank
● Lord & Taylor
● Brooks Brothers
● Ann Taylor
● Loft
● Neiman Marcus

Statistics 

● In March, clothing sales have 
plummeted by 34%

● More than 80% of transactions in 
the fashion industry happen in 
physical stores

● In London, the store “Browns” has 
reported a 70% increase in sales of 
loungewear

Since everyone has been isolated 
from each other, people have not  
been traveling for work or going to any 
special occasions. People now have 
been relying on casual clothing 
instead of business casual and formal 
clothing. This new fashion trend has 
shaped the way for the creation of 
new and different styles of clothing. 
Some of these new trends can cause 
fashion businesses to struggle 
because if there is a demand for 
certain clothing styles like loungewear, 
other types of clothing like suits would 
drop in sales.

New Fashion Trends As A Result 
From COVID

www.bbc.com

What do you think will happen to black Friday shopping?  Will there 
be long lines outside stores? Early bird deals online? If you go 

shopping on Black Friday, tag us on Instagram @Stevenson_Styler 
and show us what you got!



MEN’S 

FALL 
GRUNGE  
2020 

The term GRUNGE was first heard in the 1990’s with 
the rise of West Coast based rock bands such as 
Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, and Stone Temple 
Pilots. It is an offshoot of the punk rock of the 1970’s. 

What is GRUNGE FASHION?
Grunge refers to the deep, dark color themes of this type 
of fashion. Focusing on layering, distressing and warmer 
tone colors. It is typically unisex and oversized in style.

Warmer toned colors include red, navy and darker blues, 
mixed with dark brown, black and some cream/white.

The style emphasizes layering which is perfect for this 
time of year as the weather varies throughout the day 
with cooler temperatures at night. 

The first photo (top right) showcases a model from 
Men’s SG, rocking a dark green biker style jacket along 
with a fedora style hat. Distressed, skinny black jeans, 
canvas Nike sneakers, and a classic red flannel around 
his waist.

In the center, we highlight a trend that has seen a rising 
in the past year with the layering of a hoodie with a 
flannel. It has become a staple for men and women 
alike.  Here we see a well-fitted hoodie and flannel from 
Cosmiquestudio.

Lastly we have more of an aviator or bomber style jacket 
from Oursoin which is layered over a plain black tee and 
dark jeans.

Although a lot of grunge style looks can be found in retail 
stores, hit up the closets of friends and family who were 
around in the 90’s (AKA your parents!) and see what 
you can borrow! Thrifting is another way to truly 
embrace the grunge lifestyle!

By: Raz Gonzalez 



These Shoes Are the Future of Fashion
How Pashion Footwear is Changing the Shoe Game

If you’re looking for the newest, coolest shoes,

look no further! Pashion Footwear has created

the world’s first fully convertible shoe. Each

pair comes with a removable heel and stelo,

so the shoe can be worn as a heel or a flat.

The flexible sole allows the heel height to

change to 3 or 4 inches, and provides extra

arch support as a flat.

Pashion Footwear currently sells 3 styles- the Pashionista, the Sandal, and the Pump.

While there aren’t a wide variety of styles, Pashion Footwear has covered all the basics with these three

simple and trendy shoes. Anyone is sure to find a style for them, or to gift to a loved one. These styles can

cover any and all occasions, from day to day to black tie affairs. Every style holds great value, as they can

be worn as a minimum of two pairs of shoes. In addition to your pair, which comes with the heel caps,

stelos, and a set of heals, you can purchase different heel heights and styles on their own! Pashion

Footwear sells block or stiletto heels in 3 or 4 inch heights, and in a range of colors and materials. Mixing

and matching the heels gives you the ability to customize the look of the shoe, and create even more

versatility in one pair. Grab yours from pashionfootwear.com, and step into the future of heels!

All images from pashionfootwear.com or @pashionfootwear on instagram

Article by Megan Leissner



How Fashion Led Me to Engineering

I have always appreciated fashion, and the integral parts it plays in our society. But I’ve come to 
realize I’ve appreciated all types of art: architecture, paintings, and even cinema. I have been currently 
focusing my creativity outlet on fashion, and was planning on taking a school trip to the fashion capital 
of the world to consider this as a career. 

I went on this trip for fashion. I took that plane fully expecting my love of fashion to grow. 
However, as I walked the streets of Manhattan, running across the city to catch a train and then 
hopping on the subway, I was fascinated by the city itself. The interlocking streets, the meticulously 
placed green spaces, and most surprisingly, instead of looking at the clothes around me, I found myself 
looking up. I was looking at these magnificent structures that stood tall and proud, in New York City, 
one of the most celebrated concrete jungles of them all. I knew in that instance that my passion for 
clothes and my style will always be there, but something more monumental was taking over my heart 
and mind. 

Discovering the design process, learning computer programing skills, and sketching has all 
made me want to be an engineer more because not only does it help me prepare for facing real world 
problems in my future, but it has shown me that the traits I already possess serve as the building blocks 
of my engineering mind. My creativity, wonder, love of math and physics, and enjoyment of dialogue all 
have led me to wanting to be an engineer.

In the end, fashion and engineering aren't all that different. Many aspects of engineering are 
found in fashion. The textiles, machines that make our clothes, the creative process of designing these 
clothes, all interweave within an engineer’s mind. So maybe I have always been an engineer from the 
start, and now, I can apply my mind to this new medium. One that is larger, that I can create change to, 
and design and implement new standards in our society. My passion for architectural engineering isn’t a 
trend, but a staple, and will continue to grow through my life. 

By: Annicka Caprariello
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Photo Via @robderobles on Instagram

“It” of 2020. 
By: Deven Mitchell



2020 has been an interesting 
year. with covid in the mix, 
many youths have found more 
time to dive into fashion and 
explore its many sub genres 
and curate their styles more 
than ever. 

The somewhat trend to follow of the year 
though seems to be a mix of street wear 
and archive. “Archive” is a brand or 
creators past creations, and is used for 
future collection inspiration or used to date 
a time period in the brand. Number (N)one 
is a good example, as you can determine 
what’s “Archive” just by the Tags. 

This new wave of style usually features Leathers 
(shoes, especially boots) along with many vintage 
pieces. Distressing is also common among the new 
trend, which can be seen largely in the brand 
Kapital. Minimalism is also very apparent in these 
outfits. 

Via @owen.zh on instagram 

Via @averyginsberg

Via @patrickhyldgaard



The History Of Riot Grrrl
By: Jessie Mazursky

Riot grrrl is an underground feminist punk 
movement that arose during the early 90s. 
It combines the punk scene with feminism 
and politics, where women could express 
themselves in the same way men had for 
ages. 

They often covered heavy issues like rape, 
domestic abuse, sexuality, racism, patriarchy, 
classism, anarchism and female empowerment

Examples of bands that embraced riot grrrl 
culture, include Bikini Kill, Bratmobile, 
Heavens to Betsy, Excuse 17, Hole, Huggy 
Bear, Skinned Teen, Emily's Sassy Lime 
and Sleater-Kinney, as well as queercore 
groups like Team Dresch and the Third 
Sex.

Source: Wikipedia

Women embraced a new aesthetic called 
kinderwhore, where they took typically 
feminine clothing and wore them in more 
masculine ways. Some tore and stained 
babydoll dresses or wore fishnets under slip 
dresses.

https://www.highergroundmusic.com/e/bikini-kill-79620014607/

https://pin.it/6HxZv5D

https://fembotmag.com/2015/05/24/rape-culture-and-feeling-safe-at-concerts-translating-
riot-grrrls-girls-to-the-front-mentality/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bratmobile.jpg

A popular festival was Lilith Fair where only 
women solo artists and bands played, inspired 
the riot grrrl movement.



How To Get the Riot Grrrl Look
Since the kinderwhore aesthetic really resonates with me, I decided to 
take it upon myself to create some outfits with clothes I already own to 
show you how to live out your riot grrrl dream. Enjoy my interpretation of 
women’s punk fashion!

Top: thrifted
Dress: Old Navy
Socks and Shoes: 
DollsKill
Ears: Walmart
Arm warmers: Amazon
Jewelry: Amazon

Tank: Walmart
Cardigan: American Eagle 
Bandana: Michael’s
Socks: unsure
Shoes: DollsKill
Jewelry: Amazon

Pants: thrifted
Top: Forever 21
Tank: Walmart
Belt: thrifted
Sunglasses: 
Amazon

Top: handed down
Skirt: American 
Eagle
Jewelry: Brandy 
Melville and 
DollsKill
Earrings: made by 
me!

Bonus Picture: Fting. Moose



100 Years of Trends: 20s & 30s

1920s - On an average day, women
wore drop waist dresses that had a loose,
straight fit and hit below the knee, and
Mary Jane or T-strap heels. Accessories
included long pearl necklaces, faux
gemstones, and small beaded purses
containing makeup and cigarettes.
Women had short, bobbed hair, or pinned
long hair up to look short, and topped it
off with cloche hats or bead and feather
headbands in the evening. Formal wear
included beaded dresses inspired by
flappers, many of which had tiers. Only
the richest of the rich had beads, and
fringe is a common myth of the 1920s.

1930s - The 1930s saw the birth and rise
of ready-to-wear clothing due to cheaper
man-made fabrics and technological
advancements, like the zip. This allowed
design to become a respected profession,
and the rise of designers like Madame
Vionnet, Coco Chanel, and Elsa
Schiaparelli. The Great Depression
created a drive for escapism, and women
went to movies to see what their favorite
stars were wearing. Daily fashion
included printed fabric or contrasting
earthy tones, cinched waistlines, and
sailor or military styles. Many included
bows, trims, or frills. Evening wear was
white, champagne, or black, and often
featured an open back. A tilt hat or beret
was essential in terms of accessories.

Thefashionfolks.com, 
theprettyandthekitsch.worldpress.com, 
ktar.com

Pinterest.com, 
womensfashionhistory1930s40s.weebly.com, 
sensibility.com



100 Years of Trends: 40s & 50s

1940s - As the Second World War broke
out, women’s clothing took on masculine
tailoring and became focused on
practicality for the working woman. The
hourglass silhouette was emphasized by
padded shoulders, high waistlines, and
knee length A-line skirts. Bright colors
and red lipstick were used to create a
happy and patriotic look during difficult
times. While daywear was modest and
practical, evening wear included
spaghetti strap or halter tops with mild
cleavage. Popular accessories included
hats, gloves, and handbags. The 1940s
also brought the introduction of the two-
piece bikini and plus size fashion, known
as “stout size”.

1950s - In 1947, Christian Dior released
his “New Look,” which came to define
fashion in the 1950s. The look was made
of full dress skirts, and a padded bust to
accentuate a small waist. In the house,
women wore full skirted swing dresses
with ¾ length sleeves, large pockets, a
collar, a matching fabric belt, and an
apron to keep the dress clean. A “going
out dress” was similar, but more formal.
They had trims, buttons and belts, smaller
pockets, dramatic collars, large bows,
and full pleats. An outfit was finished with
small hats, headscarves, or hairflowers,
and kitten heels, saddle shoes, or stiletto
heels. In summer, dresses had more fun
patterns like polka dots or sailor themes.

Groomingartist.com, 
sammydvintage.com, warsendshop.com

Vintagedancer.com, vintagetrends.co.uk, 
fashionhistory.fitnyc.edu



100 Years of Trends: 60s & 70s

1960’s - With fashion icons like Audrey
Hepburn with the iconic Little Black Dress
or first-lady Jackie Kennedy, the 1960’s was
a huge time for protests and spiritual
changes. With Jackie Kennedy wearing
dresses with elbow-length gloves or
Twiggy wearing little A-line dresses, the
1960s was a huge time for showing your
personality... Due to the protest against the
Vietnam war, many people found fashion
as their protest: in Des Moine, Iowa,
students wore black armbands as a sign of
protest of American soldier deaths during
the Vietnam War. However, later in the
1960’s, the hippy age started. With bell
bottom jeans, long thin hair with men
wearing leather vests. The 1960’s really
showed a huge change in fashion, as not
only from chic to bohemian but it also was
like armour or a way to protest with
clothing or accessories. 1970’s - Fashion was huge for both men 

and women. As you have people like 
Freddie Mercury and David Bowie who 
wore jumpsuits and broke fashion 
boundaries. Or you had singers like Cher 
or Grace Jones who help start the disco 
era. The 1970’s were all about different 
styles of pants, with fit n flares, tight 
halter tops and jumpsuits galore. Not 
only did music change from Abba, to 
Queen to Tina Turner shape music 
forever. But the hair from the “Shag 
Hairstyle” birthed by actress Jane Fonda, 
but later on, you get the gorgeous big 
disco afros and curls. Sheer was also a 
huge trend supported by big designer 
Yves Saint Laurent. Along with pumps and 
punk transformed the country.

Twiggy wearing Pierre 
Cardin

Fashion History TImeline
1960-1969

Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
Promotional Image

Fashion History Timeline
1960-1969

“Summer of Love”
The Atlantic

“The Flowering of the 
Hippies”

Diana Ross in 1979 at 
studio 54
Elle.com

Getty Images

A model wearing a 
dark wash denim suit 
and a white turtleneck 

with glasses.
harpersbazaar.com

Getty Images

A model is wearing a red and yellow 
printed Caftan dress with jewelry. 
Getty Images
harperbazaar.com



100 Years of Trends: 80s & 90s

1980’s - The 80’s were a memorable 

time for many. With neon colors and big 
hair, to shoulder pads and men wearing 
short shorts. With people using scrunchies 
and Aqua Net to hold their hair. Along 
with the “Yuppie Look” worn by many 
men of high class with oxford, ties, coats 
and perfectly styled hair. John Hughes 
graced the scene with classics like 16 
candles. Pretty in Pink,The Breakfast Club, 
and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, many teens 
were out at the movies. Now, makeup 
was huge with colorful eyeshadow, blush 
and powerful lipstick. “Let’s Get Physical” 
with the aerobic trend with unitards and 
leg warmers, or classic sneakers like 
Adidas or Reebok.  

1990’s - With the grunge look from 

Nirvana with band tees and flannels with 
baggy pants, to Cher’s iconic plaid skirts 
and cardigans or slip dresses with 
strappy heels. The grunge look hit big, 
with dark brown eyeshadow, dark lip, 
unwashed hair, and flannels with an old 
band tee listening to Nirvana. One of the 
most iconic TV shows made it to screen, 
with  FRIENDS as The Rachel haircut 
being popular  in 1995 or butterfly hair 
clips or The Curtain Haircut rocked by 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Aaron Carter. 
Shoes such as Doc Martens, jelly shoes or 
strappy heels. Another classic includes 
the slip dress, worn by celebrities such as 
Kate Moss and other icons became a 
staple in on the red carpet and in closets.

Cyndi Lauper in this colorful 
look with orange hair and 

contrasting pattern articles 
of clothing.

Getty Images
harpersbazaar.com

Jane Fonda started the at 
home workout tapes, 
introducing the iconic 

aerobics outfits.
Getty Images

harpersbazaar.com

Colorful eyeshadow, big 
hair, and fur showed several 
80s trends at the ‘9-5’ 
premier.
Getty Images
harpersbazaar.com

Kurt Cobain was huge in 90’s 
with Nirvana, which kickstarted 

the iconic grunge looks. 
premier.

Getty Images
whotowear.com

Vicia A. Fox, caught wearing 
many 90s essentials, with 
the bandanas, square-toe 

heels, little bags and a 
skinny chain belt.

Getty Images
marieclare.com

The british girl group, The 
Spice Girls, not only hit the 
charts but also impacted 
the fashion community.
Getty Images
marieclare.com



100 Years of Trends: 00s & 10s

2000s - From velour tracksuits with juicy in 
rhinestones or with tramp stamps and low-
rise bootcut jeans, the 2000’s was a huge 
change in fashion. Wedges became very 
popular, with low-rise jeans and a tube top. 
For accessories, shoulder purses, barrets, 
and little sunglasses were all the rage. 
Colorful eyeshadow and glossy lips were 
seen on red carpets with Britney Spears to 
Rihanna. However, as the 2000’s 
progressed, singers like Avril Lavigne and 
My Chemical Romance became popular, 
creating a huge emo wave. Dark 
eyeshadow and black painted nails were 
popular. The 2000’s was also when 
“Scene” hair became super popular. 

2010’s - The 2010’s had several styles 
phasing over the years. In 2011, you could 
catch your best friend wearing her rainbow 
loom bracelets to her elbow with kool-aid 
dyed ends. Bands like One Direction, 5 
Seconds of Summer, The Wanted and 
many more came throughout the decade 
and made their mark, with advertising to 
stadiums being sold out in minutes. This 
decade was also huge for technology, with 
iPhone 4 coming out in 2010, to 
hoverboards and airpods. For makeup, 
having a contour like Kim Kardashian was 
huge, with sharp cheekbones and having 
fuller brows have become all the rage. 
Body-positivity became a huge priority with  
plus-size models becoming popular on the 
runways and in fashion campaigns.

Gossip Girl; Leighton 
Meester's wearing 

several must-haves for 
the 2000’s, including 
wedges and low-rise 

capris.
Jeffrey Mayer/Getty Images

marieclare.com

Juicy Couture Velor 

Tracksuits were all the 

rage. Stars like Lindsay 

Lohan and Paris Hilton 

would walk around and go 

on carpets wearing the 

tracksuit.

Photos News Internation 
Inc./FilmMagic

Enews.com

Athleisure really started to 

form during this decade, 

with sweatpants and 

blazers or leggings and 

heels. 

Christian Vierig/Getty 

Images

marieclare.com

Jackets became a huge 

trend including bomber or 

puffy jackets. 

Bauer-GriffinGetty Images

marieclare.com



Fashion Trends 
for Fall

This fall heavy metal clothes are on trend. Chains, studs and buckles 
are being seen everywhere from high end to low. You can perfectly 
pair them with the leather clothing options which are also on trend 
this fall. Metal and metallic fabrics can be incorporated easily solo 
and together. They can be a perfect fit for a date, special occasion, 

family holiday gathering or even everyday lunch date. 

This fall boots and heels made from 
leather are on trend. If you pair metal 
inspired clothes, leather boots, and a 
leather jacket, you will be the most in 
trendy person in your school.

If you are wearing 
metallic accents in 

your outfit, you 
want to pair down 
the jewelry and  
go with simple 
studs or hoops 
paired with a 

shorter necklace.

Layering your favorite 
leather jacket over the 

metallic accents can not 
only make a fashion 

statement, but also keeps 
you warm.



Changes in Award Shows Through 2020

Brit Awards
One of the last award shows before COVID-19 

caused a global shutdown. On February 18, it was 
hosted by Jack Whitehall and Clara Amfo in the O2 

Arena in London. The hosts interacted with the 
artists and live shows from singers like Harry Styles 

and Billie Eilish.

MTV VMA Awards
Having the host Lady Gaga come out in multiple 
outfits with different masks, and having no live 
audience. The award show was broadcasted on 

MTV on August 30, with multiple live performances. 

CMA Awards
The biggest Award show for country music. Held at 

The Music Center in Nashville, TN, no open 
audience is allowed to view live. With hosts Reba 

McEntire and Darius Rucker, it will be broadcasted 
on November 11 at 8/7 central.

Lizzo Chocolate Dress VMAs Logo - www.vma.com
Machine Gun Kelly - www.popsugar.com

CMA logo: www.billboard.com
Maren Morris: www.rollingstone.com

By: Elyssa Gavenda and Amanda Klein

Brits Logo

https://www.harpersbazaar.com/celebrity/red-carpet-dresses/a30983718/lizzo-chocolate-bar-dress-brit-awards-2020/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_MTV_Video_Music_Awards
https://www.popsugar.com/fashion/machine-gun-kelly-outfits-at-mtv-vmas-2020-47741913
https://www.billboard.com/index.php/articles/news/awards/9482372/2020-cma-awards-winners-list
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-country/2020-cma-awards-winners-list-1086081/
https://tellymix.co.uk/tv/422848-brit-awards-2020-date-confirmed-with-some-big-changes.html


The Grammy’s hosted on January 26, was 
hosted by Alicia Keys at the STAPLES Center in 

Los Angeles, CA. Tribute to Kobe Bryant and 
his daughter were said throughout the night, 

and the red carpet held many iconic looks from 
Ariana Grande to Lizzo.

Due to restrictions during the pandemic, 
many musicals that were originally 

supposed to open on Broadway did not, 
this caused many musicals to not be 

eligible for Tonys. Although there were 
not many musicals nominated, there were 
a lot of plays nominated as they were not 

as affected by covid restrictions.

Due to the pandemic, the billboard awards were 
postponed from the original date and was held on 

October 14th 2020. While following guidelines, they 
were able to put on an amazing award show hosted 

by Kelly Clarkson, with may performers as well.

https://www.playbill.com/

https://www.usmagazine.com

Ariana Grande: Steve Granzits/WireImage

https://www.playbill.com/article/2017-tony-awards-sets-broadcast-date
https://www.usmagazine.com/entertainment/pictures/billboard-music-awards-2020-everything-you-need-to-know/who-is-hosting-2/


Ending Toxic Masculinity: How Celebrities are 

Defying Gender Stereotypes and Expectations

The ‘rules’ of femininity and masculinity have contributed to the gender stereotypes that had defined 
society for centuries. A large part of these ‘rules’ are what create toxic masculinity, the cumulation of 
gender norms to the extent that they become maladaptive to both individuals and society. Some of 

these traits include encouraging the suppression of emotion, a constant expectation of strength, and 
extreme pride. These ‘rules’ also suggest limiting traditionally feminine practices, such as wearing 
makeup or studying ballet. The practices and expectations of toxic masculinity may be antiquated, 

but some still hold on to gender expectations. Here’s how some celebrities are defying toxic 
masculinity and gender expectations.

By Megan Leissner

Harry Styles- musician, model, and actor

Styles has never been afraid to show his feminine 
side, embracing nail polish, jewelry, makeup, and 
women’s clothing. Through his music, Styles has 
shown that he’s comfortable with being open and 

vulnerable, despite the common belief that men 
should hide their emotions. In an interview with 
Teen Vogue in 2018, he said “I think there’s so 

much masculinity in being vulnerable and allowing 
yourself to be feminine, and I’m very comfortable 

with that.” He’s also a frequent defender of gender 
equality and combats judgements made against him 

or his fans as a result of gender norms. He is 
furthering knocking down walls because he was 

photographed for the cover of the most recent 
Vogue magazine, wearing a dress.

Timothee Chalamet- actor

Chalamet rose to fame after starring in the 2017 film 
“Call Me By Your Name,” where he portrayed a teen 
who gets in romantic relations with his father’s 
research assistant. While toxic masculinity would 
suggest a straight man should not be comfortable 
playing a gay character, Chalamet showed no 
resistance to playing the part or discussing it. 
According to Chalamet in the same 2018 Teen 
Vogue interview, “There isn’t a specific notion, or 
jean size, or muscle shirt, or affectation, or eyebrow 
raise, or dissolution, or drug use that you have to 
take part in to be masculine.” Chalamet clearly does 
not believe in gender stereotypes, and he proves it 
even further by frequently wearing women’s clothing 
in photoshoots and on red carpets.



Luke Hemmings- musician

Hemmings is known to paint his nails, wear 
makeup, and wear feminine style clothing, as he 
has been doing so for years. His 5 Seconds of 
Summer bandmates Calum Hood, Michael Clifford, 
and Ashton Irwin have also been seen with painted 
nails or glitter eyeshadow, especially at 
performances or award shows. Irwin addressed the 
topic on Instagram live, stating “We wear glitter a 
lot, it empowers the characters we portray onstage, 
it represents a softness, and is a powerful addition 
to confidence”. Hemmings is the band’s most open 
and frequent wearer of glitter, and posted a video 
with a full face of makeup to celebrate the release of 
their fourth album, CALM.

Tom Holland- actor and dancer

Holland began dancing at age 10, which led him to 
playing the title role in Billy Elliot on the West End. 

He’s not afraid to embrace dance and feminine 
costumes, as shown by his performance in Billy 

Elliot, and his Lip Sync Battle against Zendaya in 
2016. Holland is also unafraid to show that he’s 
worn makeup, posting videos with his makeup 

artists both on set and before award shows. When 
an interviewer asked him to pick between his 

castmates Chris Evans, Chris Pratt, and Chris 
Hemsworth, Holland showed no hesitation in stating 

who he’d “F”, marry, and kill. Holland fully 
exemplifies being comfortable with his masculinity 

and femininity.

Honorable Mentions

★ Billie Eilish- frequently incorporates 
masculine and oversized tailoring in high 
fashion looks

★ Billy Porter- loves to rock makeup and 
gorgeous bright, fun, and sparkling 
garments on the red carpet

★ Freddie Mercury- while his looks may be 
a couple decades old, they are no less 
iconic with age, incorporating elaborate 
silhouettes and coloring

★ Elton John- playing with structure, color, 
and glitter, his outfits never failed to 
disappoint, including the glasses

Image Sources

Harry Styles-
Timothee Chalamet- variety.com, ew.com, 
refinery29.com, vogue.com
Luke Hemmings- youtube.com, instagram 
@lukehemmings
Tom Holland- Lip Sync Battle 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgxEnEzJhBA)
, betm.theskykid.com instagram @nellichristine, 
IGN interview 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acViVnLJAzs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgxEnEzJhBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acViVnLJAzs


Health Tips

Stay in 
contact with 
friends with 

socially 
distanced 

meetings and 
zoom calls.

Don’t freak 
out—follow 

the facts, not 
the panic. 

Avoid close 
contact with 
people who 

are sick. 

Remember to 
disinfect 

frequently 
used surfaces. 

Everything will “bee” okay in 
Remote Learning+ if you follow 

these tips!

Go on walks 
between 
passing 

periods to take 
a break from 
technology.

Understand 
your daily 
limits-- take 

breaks 
frequently 
and get 

enough sleep.

Set aside time 
to do things 
you enjoy.

By Annicka 
Caprariello

Find an outlet 
to help 

balance stress.

Stay on top 
of 

assignments 
by staying 
organized.

Have a 
sleep 

schedule 
that stays 
constant.

If you are sick, 
stay home—
not just for 

your health, 
but for the 

people around 
you. 
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